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Dedicated to my wife of 50 yea rs ,
Elizabeth (Betty) McPherson Martin (died 1997),
who made my career in the United States in cartography,

and othenvise, both pOSSible and pleasurable
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From "Exrcnded Uses of rhe Merhod of Orrhogonctl 0-\ilpping of Traces of ParalJel
Inclined Planes \\irh a Surface, Especially Terrain," dra\\11 by Norman.J. \N. Thrower.
Tor. Cenrral ponion of rhe general relief map of Camp Hale. Colorado.
BELOW. An mlargcd secrion of rhe map \\irh orher surface'r),pe informarion added;
borh maps are planimerricall), correcr. From . The iIlLC;1I0fl(lliai YcariJooi1ojCartography.
\'olume lIL 1963, BenelsnlJlll Verlag. Glircr"loh, Germany (unpaginared) .
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FOREVVORD

As NORMAN THRO'vVER notes in his opening sentence , as a professor and
scholar he earned his living teaching and writing about maps and espe
cially their history, but he "once made them." In fact, his background in
making maps from his early days in the Survey of India and in the
Directorate of Overseas Surveys, and as a graduate student creating
maps for others, has strongly influenced his scholarly work. This has
been generally in the history of cartography, and especially in his well
known book Maps al1d Civilizatiol1

Maps al1d Civilizatiol1 is unusual in that it traces cartography from the
beginnings of mapmaking to the computer age, and looks nOt only at
the intertwining of cartography and civilization, but also at the art,
science, and technology of the field. It is Norman's \I>,Ijde knowledge of
all aspects of mapping that allows him to accomplish this.
Unlike many historians of cartography, Norman is familiar with the
problems cartographers face when making maps. Not only has he been a
practicing cartographer, but he has also written on , and taught, the
"modern" aspects of the field, such as remote sensing, animated cartog
raphy , and terrain representation. His background in art and art history
gives him a keen sense of design and knowledge of aesthetics. That and
his Ph.D. minor in the hiStory of science uniquely qualify him for writing
on the history of cartography, which he feels is at the intersection of the
hiStory of science and the history of art.
The present work is a blending of autobiography and the author's
appraisal and summary of some of his best-known studies. A highlight
of this piece is a selected bibliography of Norman's published works,
those that are referenced in Maps alld Civilizatiol1. It is only part of his
entire oeuvre of over 200 items, but gives a taste of his Wide-ranging
interests and demonstrates why he is considered one of the foremost
historians of cartography
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